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Abstract

In intertemporal models of household constunption or portfolio choice,

household behaviour depends on, for exantple, the household's rate of time
preference, the rate of risk aversion, and the household's information set. In
this paper we use a survey of Dutch households which contains direct sub-
jective information on risk aversion and time preference and on interest in
financial tnatters. We first describe these data and arralyze to which extent

they can bc explained from household characteristics and household income.
Wo then investigate whether these variables are related to households' finan-
cial on home ownership, mortgages and ownership of risky asse.ts. Our restilts
are broadly in accotdance with econornic theory.
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1 Introduction

In ntodcls oI household consumption or portfolio choice, household preferences play

an important. role in various ways. Mainstrcam econornic theory of household con-

suruption and saving behavior is based upon the life cycle. hypothesis (see, e.g.,

Deaton, 199'l, and Browning ancl Lusardi, 1996). Here household preferences de,-

pend, among other things, on the rate of time prc;ference and the household's rate

of risk aversion. In the standard two period Markocvit,z model of portfolio choice

(14arkowitz, 19~2), the choice between holding risky and risk-free asset.s will depend

on the agent's risk aversion parameter. In extensions of this model, risk aversion

and the rate of time preference also play a role. See for example the model of Hen-

derson and Ioannides (19}33), which explains household consumption and im.estment

in financial as well as hnusing wealth.

In ernpirical studies in the above fields, direct information on the household's

rate of risk aversion or time preference is never used, at least. to our knowledge. T'he

reasons are twofold. First, such information is usually not available. We know of

no previous survey with information on portfolio's or savings and consumption in

which this type of subjective information is present. Second, according to Dominitz

and Manski (1996), many economists are sceptical t.o the use of information based

npon subjective survey questions in general. In various recent studies however,

sub,jective information on income expectations is ttsed (Guiso et al., 1992 and 1996,

for example), suggesting that the t.ide is changing.

In this paper we use the first wave ofa panel survey of Dutch households, the VSB

panel, drawn in 1993. 'I'his data set has two properties which make it particularly

useful for our purpases. First, it contains detailed informat.ion on many asset and

liability holdings, including home ownership and mort.gages. Second, it contains a

nurnber of 'psychological' variables. These contain subjective informat.ion which can

be used to me,asure household preferences directly. We shall use three such variables,

mcasuring tirne preference, risk aversion, and the hottsehold's interest in financial
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matters.

The first purpose of our paper is to describe these data, to see whether they

make sense, and to see to whieh extent they can be explained from household char-

acteristics and household income. The second purpose is to investigate whether

these variables are helpful to explain households' financial decisions. We focus ou

decisions related to home ownership and mortgages. A~ ,~ tany countries, ínvest-

ment in (owner occupied) housing is the most important component. in household

portfolios in the Netherlands. On average, it represents more than 60 percent of

households' gross assets (sce Alessie et al., 1996, for example). Similarly, mortgage

debt is by far the largest t.ype of liability: more than HO percent. of all debts is

mortgage debt (Alessie et al., 1996). We also eonsider the choice whether or not to

hold risky financial assets. While more than 80~0 of Dutch households hold financial

assets, less than LO~c hold risky assets like stocks and bonds. Why few people hold

stocks and bonds has been the topic of studies for other countries (see Haliassos and

Bertaut, 1995). Here we can t.est directly whether holdíng risky assets is related to

the head of household's subjectively measured rate of risk aversion.

Throughout Lhe paper, we rely on static reduced form univariate modela The

cross-section nature of our data does not. allow for a dynamic framework, or for

estimating a structural economic model. Our equations explain financial decisions

from the subjectively measured variables and other household characterist.ics, and

we do not address the issue of potential endogeneity of the subjective variables.

We focus on the question whether the correlations we find can be explained from

economic theory. In most cases we find that they can, even when other variables

are controlled for. This leads to the conclusion that the subjective information can

also be valuable in estimating structural modeLs of economic household behavior, in

which endogeneity, dynamics, and causal relationships should be taken into account.

This is left for future research.

'fhe remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Irt Section 2, we present a
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brief cíescription of the data in general. Then we, analyze the subjective rneasures

of t ime preference, risk aversion, and interest in financial rnatters. Emphasis is put.

upon the rate of tirne preference, which can be measured in different ways, based

upon nine different questions in the survey. In Section 3, we consider the home

ownership cíecision, using a st.andard probit rnodel. In Sect.ion h, we explain the

value of t.he hoti.5e, conditional on honre ownership, ttsing a simple linear regTession

frarnework. In Section 5, we explain the mortgage as a fract.ion of the purchase

value of the house, again condit.ioning on home ownership. Ilere we use a censored

regression model, t.o take account. of the fact that many home owners do not have a

rnortgage. Iu Section 6, we analyze financial wealth holdings with emphasis on the

choice between risky and risk-free assets. Section 7 concludrs.

2 Data and Description of Subjective Variables

"I'he (irst. wave, of the VSB-Panel data, drawn in 1993, consists of 2780 households,

divided irtto two panels. One panel is designed to be representat.ive of the Dutch

population, the other one is mc,ant. t.o be a random sample from households in the up-

per lORr~ of the income distribution in the Net.herlands. All households participating

have bcen provided with a personal computer and answer t,he survey questions di-

rect ly on t heir PC; no personal interviews are helci. 'I'he total nnmbers of households

in the t.wo panels are 1870 ancí 910 respectively. After removing the hottseholds that.

did not responcí to all t.he questions we need,2 900 remained in the Representative

Pancl (RLP~ and 700 in the High Income Panel (HIP~. The large number of missings

is mainly due to t.he fact. that many households do not answer any of t.he questions

concerning t.he economic and psychological concept.s. Due to an error in the routing

of the questions, approximately 25~0 of the households never received this part of

thc quc~tionnaire. A minor part. of the non-response is caused by a question on risk

-4~'c nlso deletect 1? houxholds who lived in their house (or free.
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aversion, w.hich is only asked if net household income is above Dfí. `10.000.-

The other parts of the questionnaire are concerned with household character-

istics, housing, labor market status and pension entitlements, health, income, and

assets and liabilities.

In this section, we pay attention to some variables derived from the subjective

information in the questionnaire. These variables are the honsehold's subjective in-

t.erest rate, a measure of risk aversion and a measure of ínterest in financial matters.

All are based upon questions answered by the head of the household only. Variables

related to housing assets will be discussed in t.he next sections. Some descriptive

stat.istics on background variables (relat.ing t.o family income, age, education level,

family composition and marital status, employment st.atus) are presented in Appen-

dix 1.

2.1 Subjective interest rates.

Thc survey collec,ts informat.ion on how individuals evaluate a delay or speed-up of

receiving or paying a certain amount of money. In total, nine (series of) questions

are asked, differing on the following points (the codes that we use to name the

variables are mentioned in parentheses)

."The money is payable in the future and the question refers to how much

the household is willing to sacrifice to get the money now (S: speed-up), or

the amount is payable immediately and the quest.ion refers to t.he additional

amount the household reyuires to compensate for postponing the payment to

some point of time in t.he future (D: delay).

. The household will receive the money (G: gain) or has to pay (L: loss).

. The time period that is covered: 3 months (03) or 12 months (12).

. The amount of money that is at. stake: DA. 1000 (1) or Df1.100,000 (100).
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Nine out. of the sixteen possible combinations are used in the survey (see Table

1 below). The precise wording of the questions DG1'1100 is as follows.

Imayine you wiac a cash prize in a lottery. The prixe is worth Dfl. 100,000 a~td

can be paid out AT ONCE. Imagine the lotte.ry, which is a financialdy trustworthy

organization, asks if you are preyared to wait a year before you yet the prize. Would

,you agre.c to that proyosal, or would you asA for more money if you had to wait for

one year. What would you prefer:

1. I would agree to the waiti.ng term of a year without requiring extra mo~tey for

that. So after a year I receive Dfl. 100,000.

'l. I would agree to the waiting term oJ a year, but 1 want to receive eatra money

for that.

If the respondent wants ext.ra money, the follocving question is asked:

How much eztra money would you want to receive AT LEAST, in addition to

the Dfl. 100,000?

For the households requiring extra money for waiting on the payment, the subject.ive

interest rate is calculated fiom the questions mentioned above as

extra amount of money
T - ]00.000 '

Por households willing to wait wit.hout reyuiring addit.ional money, we set the

rate of time preference to zero (8.6~. of the individuals in the REP and 9.2P1o in the

HIP). It could be the case that the 'true' rate of time preference Eor these households

is negative. An explanation might be that, households want t.o restrain themselves

from spending all the money at. once, i.e. are prepared to pay a premium to enforce

self-control (cf. the theory in Shefi'in and Thaler (1988), and the empirical evidence

in Kahneman and Thaler (1991)).The wording of the two other yuestions of the DG

type (DG1'll and DG031) are very similar, but lead t.o a much larger fraction of

zero subjective interest rates (see Table 1).

For the question SG031 the first question was:



Imaqine you win a cash prize irr a lottery. The prize is worth Dfl. 1,000 arad

will 6e pai~d out in three months t~ime. The lottery offers you to yay out the price

immediatly, óut then you will receive a smaller amount of money. Li7uet ~uould you

prejer:

1. I will wait for three months anrl receive Dfl. 1,000 thcn.

2. I want the money now and accept a smaller amount.

Only those who choose the second option answer a follow-up question similar to

that in t.he DG case:

How mouch less than Ffl 1,000 would you accePt if the anaounl is paíd ~aow?

The other 5G questions and the DL questions aze similaz. "I'he First question does

not specify how much the speed-up premium wi11 be. "Thus individuals who choose

to wait do not necessarily prefer to receive the same amount later than receiving it.

now This is different from t.he DG questions, which are formulated more precisely.

The rnajority of individuals choose the first option and do not answer the quest.ion on

the amount (see Table 1). These pcx,ple may or may not prefer cost.less speeding up;

5helley (1993), Pactends the framing theory of Loewenst.ein (198~3) and shows that in

case of loss aversion it is possible that. people wit h a positive rate of time preference

prefer waiting to costless c~cpediting. The explanation is that, compared to the

original situation, expediting leads to a current loss and a future gain. The fact

t.hat losses are weightecí heavier than gains can dominate the t.ime preference. 5ee

Daniel (1994), who uses the sarne data as we do, and linlcs the differences between

the questions to various theories in economic psychology.

For the yuestions of the DG type, choosing the first option can be interpreted as

a zero or negative subjective interest. rate. The correlat.ion bet.ween the subjective

interest rates according to these three yuestions, with zeroes for those who chose the
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Table L Subjective interest rat.es

Int.erest rate I~action~ ~~eana

DL121 0.11 0.076

DL031 0.06 Q.157

DG12100 0.91 0.089

I)G03100 0.79 0.117

DG031 0.66 0.230

SG1'll 0.37 0.0"í8

SG031 0.14 0.157

SG12100 0.46 0.049

tit~,~i:~,~in,? n.23 0.0~~

first option, are shown in Table 2. They are all significant. at the 1Ple level. In t.he

remainder of this paper we focus on the interest rate derived from UG12100, which

refers to postponing payment of a realized gain, the largest amotmt of money, the

longest difference in t.iming. It has the smallest number of zerces and its mean value

seems plausible, alt hough lower values of our measure of time preference could be

expected if risk aversion and~or loss aversion were taken into account (see Shelley,

1993).

Table 2: Correlat.ion coefficients bet.ween observed interPSt rates (including zerces).

DG12100 DG03100 DG031

DG12100 1.000 0.526 0.3.15

DG03100 0.526 1.000 0.538

DG031 0.345 0.538 1.000

~Fraction of respondents who chose the second option and answered the follow-up question on

the xmount

~Only (or those who answered the follow-up question.
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The estimated probability density of the subjective interest rate based upon

this question for the two paneLs REP and HIP separately is depicted in Figure 1.

The households wit.h a zero subjective interest rate are not included. This iigttre

is drawn using non-parametric regression techniques as explained in Ffbrdle and

Linton (1994). The choice for the value of the smoothness parameter is based on

visual inspection of the figures. The kernel that is used is the Quartic kernel.5

0.00

Subjeettive interest rate

0.05 0.f0 0.15
Subjective tinterest rate

0.20

Figure 1: Estimated probabilit.y density of the subjective interest. rate

The figure suggests that the density is skewed, with a substantial number of

small values of t.he suhjective interest rate in both panels. The mode is about 0.06

in the representative panel and about 0.09 in the high income panel. The average

values in t.he two panels (excluding the zeroes, standard errors in parent.heses) are

similar: 0.082 (0.002) in REP and 0.086 (0.002) in HIP. The difference is significant

at the 10~ level.

Nonparamet.ric regressions of the subjective interest rate on log family income

and on age are drawn in Figure 2(zeroes inclttded; REP only).6 They suggest

that the subjective, interest. rate is not related t.o income, and negatively related to

sThis kernel is given bY K(x) - is(1 - x~)~ - I(~x~ C 1).

sSce A}ipendix 1 for detaiLs on the explanatory variables such as (amily income and age.
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age. 'I'o test whether this remains to be the case if other background variables are

controlled for, we explain the subjective interest rate using a standard tobit model:

y~ - ~I~fE

y - m.ax(y', 0)

e~ N(0, a2), e and x independent

Here y' is a latent variable, y is the observed subjective interest rate„Q is a

vector of unknown parameters, e is an error term, and x is a vector of explanatory

variables. We use age and family income variables, dummies for educa.t,ion levels,

family composition and employment status variables. After eliminating the variables

that are insignificant, the only variable that remains is Age. Its estimated ccefficient

is -0.0004 with a standard error of 0.0002. Thus a ten years age difference leads to

a 0.4~-point. difference in the subject.ive interest rate, on average. Older people are

thus more patient. Thaler and Shefrin (1984) akeady expected this, since younger

people yet have t.o master the t.echniques of self-control. The t.obit regression had an

Rz of only 0.004, indicating t.hat only a small part of the variation in the subjective

interest. rat.es can be explained by the usual variables.'

2.2 Risk aversion

The value of t he variable Riskaverse is the answcr to the following quest.ion:

I think it i.s more inzportant to have safe investments and guaranteed returns,

than to take a risk to have a chance to get the lai,ghest possible ret~irns.

Disagree Strongly Agree Strongly

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

"Che R2 in the Tobit model is defined as ttte estimete ofy~ta
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Figure 'l: Estimated regression functions for the subjective int.erest rat.e
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0.05
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Log Income
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Figure 3: Percent.age of answers in each category for Riskaverse
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Riskaverstion Rtskaversion

Rukaverse Riskaverse

~~I ~

Age

6

5

4

3

2

1
9.5 10.0

- --..... - - --' - - .... -.... . - -

10.5 11.0 II.S 12.0 f2.5
Loglncome

Fig~rre 4: Estimated regression functions for riskaversion

Heads of household who agree strongly with this statement are not willing t.o take

financial risk~ and are thus concidered to be very risk aversP

The freyuencies of outcomes for the two panels are shown in Figttre 3. The

representative panel contains more families who are willing lo invest in risky assets

than the high income panel. The average values of the variablc Riskaverse in REP

and IIIP are 4.98 and 5.07, respectively. The difference is insif,mificant., with st.andard

errors of 0.06 for each of the t.wo (independent) estimates. Figure 4 shows the results

of nonparametric regressions of Riskaverse on log family income and age, including

tmiform 95Io confidence bands (REP only). No significant rclation with income can

be c{et.ected, bttt the figure suggests a positive relation between risk aversion and

age.

We test this also with an ordered probit model explaining the household's risk

aversion fi~orn the same variabl~ that are used in the previous subscxt.ion:

- :L~~j ~ E

y- j if mi-t ~ y~ C mi (7 - 1,...,7),

E~ N(0,1), E and x independent.
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Table 3: Ordered Probit Estimates for Rislcaverse

Estimate Std. Error

(:onstant 18.'l05 5.058

T.og(Age) -9.734 2.T13

Log2(Age) 1.393 0.363

Log(Inc) 0.023 0.051
Log2(Inc) 0.001 0.004

Work 0.230 0.101
Workp -0.186 Q062

rnz 0.419 0.047
m3 0.887 0.057

m4 1.394 0.061

ms 1.852 0.064

n~ 2.649 0.069

Here y is the observed answer, the category bounds are -oo - rrta G mr G

... G ms G m~ - oo. By means of normalization, Trt~ is set to zero. m2,.., ms and

the vector ~3 are the pazameters to be estimated. 'rhe model is estimated using

maximum likelihood. In this model the observations of REP and HIP are combined.

The results can be found in Table 3. The income variables are jointly significant

and imply a positive effect of income on risk aversion. The traditional lit.erature

on the thc~ry of portfolio allocation suggests that relative risk aversion decreases

with wealth, while absolute risk aversion increases with wealth (see Arrow, 1965, or

Pratt, 1964). If household income is seen as a proxy for wealth, our result can be

reconcileci with this if household heads interpret the quest.ion in a relative sense: the

amount they have in mind for a"safe investment" is some share of their income or

wealt.h.
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`I'he effeca of Age is significant and so is the effect of the square of Age. Risk

aversion as a frmction of age reaches its rninimum at the age of 33 and increases

thereafter. T'his might be a pure age effect or a cohort. effect. The signs of the labour

market status variablcs can be explained as follows. Having a job exposes one t.o

the risk of unenrployment and thus to the possibilit.y of a large drop in income. If

there is a second member of t.he household with a job, thc risk of a large fall itt labor

incorne is reduced. Income risk reduces the portfolio risk one is willing to take. This

corresponds t.o Guiso et, al. (1996) who find a negative relation betwoen income

uncertainty and investment in risky assets. It leads to an increase of our rneasure

of risk aversion. This irnplic~ that thc measure of risk aversion we use depends on

the family's circumst.ances and income uncertainty, and does not reflect uncierlying

preferences only. In that scnse, it dces not measure the 'true' risk aversion of the

houeehold's utilit,y fimct,i~n, ltnaonditional on labor market or health status. A

drawback of our measure is that. it not only determines, but also depends on the

family's finaucial decisions. It is not clear whether a'true' measure which does not

suffer from t.his problem can be obtained; this would require nmch more from the

wording of the questions and the respondents' ability to answer them.

2.3 Financial interest

For the yuestion on interesL in financial matters the same answering scheme was

used as for the risk aversion variable. 'Phe exact question wa5:

I nm verl~ interested ira faranracial nrat,ters (znsvrances, in,vestnacrats, etc.).

Disagree Strongly Agree Strongly

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

'I'he distributions of the answers to t.his yuest.ion are present.ed in Figure 5 for HIP

and REY separately. It is clear that, on average, the high income panel participants

are significantly more int.erested in financial matters than the households in the

13
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0

Interest in financial matters
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Figure 5: Percentage of answers in each category for Finint

representative panel. The average values of the resulting variable Finint aze 3.20 for

REP and 4.15 for HIP, with standard errors of 0.06 and 0.07 respectively.

3

lne..e.,l .n ~.nano.w ,no.ue.,

20 90 10 50
Age

Finini
7

rnle,e,l in finan~,~ ,.~lle,s

.............................

9.5 10.0 10.5 I1.0 I7.5 12.0 12.5
Log lncome

Figure 6: Estimated regression functions for int.erest in financial matters.

Nonparametric regression results for the representative panel are displayed in

Figure 6. Finint an d age are not relatecí, but there seems to be a positive relation

betwoen h'inint and income. An ordered probit model reveaLs the relationship be-

tween interest in financial matters and various control variables. The specification

14



Tahle 4: Ordered Yrobit Estimates for Finint

[stimate Std. Error

Constant 5.617 4.642

Log(Age) -2.811 '1.462

Log~(Age) 0.375 0.324

Log(Inc) -0.177 0.049
Log2(Inc) 0.018 0.004

Kids -0.'222 0.076

Famsize 0.204 0.068

m2 O.Fi92 Q.032

rn3 0.965 0.037
rrr~ 1.394 0.041

m, 1.804 0.046

m~; '2.'286 0.053

is the same as t.hat for risk aversion. Results are presented in Tahle 4. The age

variables are jointly insig~ificant. The parameters for incomc and family composi-

t.ion are significant.. 'Phe relation with income is positive acrass t.he whole income

range. "Phis can also explain the difference between REP and IIIP in F'igvre 5. This

positive relationship can have different esplanations. First., high income families

have more invest.ment and portfolio allocation opportunities, and will therefore get.

more int.erested in financial matters. Second, people with a large interest in financial

matt.ers may have a larger preference for income compared to leisure or job char-

acteristics than others. Therefore more often they accept. the best paying job, and

choose t.heir portfolio efficient.ly to rnaximize asset income. The family composition

variables jointly imply that the presence of children does not make any difference,

whereas financial interest of the (head of the) household is positively correlated wit.h

the number of adult family members.
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3 The Choice between Owning and Renting

Probability
1.0

0.8

0.6 -

0.4

0.2

0.0~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70

Age

Figure 7: Yrobability that a household owns its house

One of the most important financial decisions a household makes is t.he choice to

buy a house or nvt.. Wealth invested in t.he own house is by far the largest asset

cat.egory in the Netherlands. All remaining households in t.he data answered the

quc~tion whet.her they rented or owned their house. '1'he exact question is:

Are yov, teTCant, s~uótena~it or ounzer or do you rent for free? If you li.ve irt nxore thnia

one house, please report the ~aost important one.

I'he largest group of households own a house, 76.1P1o of the households in the

REP and 91.9~~ of thc households in the HIP. 23.5~0(7.9~e)s of t.he households are

renting, while 0.41c(0.1~~) are subtenants. We combine t.he subtenants with the

renters. This results in 900(700) households of which 215(57) rent their house. In

Figure 7 the probability that a household owns its residence is depicted as a function

of age of the houschold head.3 The solid line refers to the REP, the broken line t.o the

"From now on the numbers corr~ponding with the HIP will be denoted in parentheses.

"The cun~e is smoothed using the same nonparametric regression techniques as in the previous
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ITIP. "1'he probability oí owning increazes with age rmtil the age of 30 and stabilizes

I hereafter.

In general the choice between renting and owning will depend on income and

wealth, on thc possibility to obtain a mort.gage, on expected returns to housing and

financial asacLs, on family composition, householci preferences, etc. See, for example,

IIencierson ancí Ioannides (1983) for a theoretical model. Since many of the variables

which would play a role according to theory are not. measured, we do not consider

structural models. Instead, we estimate a reduced form equation and focus upon

the impact of the variables discussecí in t,he previous section. The rat.e of t.ime

preference and the risk aversion rate aze feature5 of household prefc;rences. Since

ow~ting a house generally requires a large investment expenditure at. t.he t.ime the

housc: is bought, the probability of home ownership can be expected to decrease with

the rate of tirne preference. The same holds for the risk aversion mcasure, because

due to variation in housing prices, t.he returns to housing are usually more uncertain

than average financial assets.to 1Vloreover, t.he cost of renting is lazgely fixed, while

ownership casts may include a large fraction of uncertain maintenance costs. Finally,

it is generally assumed that in the long run and on average, owning is cheaper than

rent ing, also because of the tax rules which make owning relat ively at tractive. This

makes it likcly that households with morc interest in financial matters own more

often t han others. ~ t

't'he choice between renting and owning is mocielled with a standazci probit model.

Thus the probability that a household owns it.s house equals ~(X;a), where ~(.) is

the standard normal distribution function and a is the vector of pararneters to be

estimated. 'I'he model is estimated cvikh maximum likelihood. The results arc in

se~ctiou.

~~~In the Netherlancis, relatively few individual households hold risky assets such as stocks or

hunds. 'I'he bulk o[ financial assets are saving accoimts which arc practicall,y riskfree. See Section

G.
~11t. could be argued that there is potential endogeneity here, since families who Lave taken a

mortgage were forcerl to show some financial interctit at that time.
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Table 5.

Table 5: Estimation results for the home ownership ciecision

Variablc Fstimate Std. Grror

C'onstant -16.4'l7' fi.985

Log(Age) 8.313' 3.76U

Logz(Age) -1.046' 0.500

Log(inc) -0.29~i' O.Ot30

Log2(inc) 0.02R' 0.007

Married 0.427' 0.111

)",dlll -O.28J' 0.142

Ecill2 -0.309i 0.166
Edu3 -0.049 0.131

Ecíu4 0.026 0.126

Work 0.334' 0.141
Workp 0.110 0.104

R.iskaverse 0.040 0.025

Finint 0.054" 0.021
Subintr -1.'l'l3' 0.505

Note: 'significant at 5~0; tsignificant at 10~~

The probability of ownership increases with age of the head of the household.

Gven t,hough the standard errors are large, the total age effect is significant, as

is shown by a likelihood rat.io test. Household income also has a positive effect,

as could be expected. Families with at least one working member (Work-1) have

a significantly larger probability of owning than families consisting of nonworkers

only. If the head of the household has a partner (Married-l), this increases t.he

probability of ownership. If the partner also has a job (Workp-l), the probability

of owning a house increases even more. All these variables are significant at the
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SP~c level, oxcept. for thc last one. '1'he dummies for the education levels are jointly

sigitificant and strengt.hen the effect of incorne: t.he higher the educalion level, the

higher the probability of ownership.

The est imate for t he variable Finint. indicates t hat pcx,ple who are more inter-

ested in financial ruatt.ers are more likely to own their home. 'Phis is consistent with

our prior e:epectations given above: in the long run owning is cheaper than renting,

mainly because interest on mort.gages is fully tax-deductible, interest on financial

assets is taxed apar t from a small tax exempt. amount, and capital gains (on housing

or other assets) are not taxed at all. People who are more interested in financial

matters will bc more aware of this.

A higher subjective interest rate makes it less likely for a household to own its

horne. This can be explained by the fact. that the short run costs of having a house

a.nd a mortgage are higher than the rent for a house with similar characteristics.

The payments however are part.ly used to pay off the mortgage and t.hus increase

wealth. 'I'his is a long run effect and people using a high discount rat.e will give it

less weight. A second explanation is that households wit.h a higher discount rate are

more likely to face binding liquidity constraints, making it harder for them to buy

a house.

The parameter estimate on the risk aversion variable is insignificant and positive.

This could indicate, t.hat households do not see their house as a risky asset. For

example, they may not plan to sell their house in the near future, so that they

do not give much weight t.o uncertainty in fut.ure house prices. In the short. run,

rents may be, more uncertain than the cost of owning. Due to the way in which

risk aversion is measured, another explanation would also be possible: households

owning their house face more risk than rent.ers because of housing price volatility and

uncertain maintenance costs, etc. This makes t.hem less willing to take extra risks,

and this is what the question on risk aversion refers to. This pa5it.ivc relation (higher

risk aversion leads to a smaller ownership probability) and the reverse negative
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relation could cancel. To investigate this further, it would be necessary to esCimate

a structural model. This is beyond the scope of the current paper.

4 The Value of the House.

Current va.lue of fhe hovse (in Dfl f000)

0.006
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I'igure 8: Estimated probability density of the current value of the house.

Est.imates of the probability densities of t.he current value of the house for the two

panels separately are given in Figure 73. The average current values (home owners

only; in 1000 DA) are 233 (REP) and 355 (HIP). The distributions in the two panels

are also quite different. In the REP, it is strongly unimodal at about 200,000 Dfl.

In the HH', this peak is missing. The 9501'o uniform confidence bands (not shown)

do not overlap everywhere, implying that the difference betwcen the densit,ies is

significant .

'To get an idea about the relationship between the current value of the house and

the value of the house at the time it was bought, OLS is used to regress the loga-

rithm of the current value on the logarithm of the purchase value and the number

of ,ycars the household lives in its house. The results are as follows (standard errors
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in parentheses):

RLP: log(current value) - 1.0047 log(purchase price) ~- 0.0442 years.

(O.OOfi'l) (0.0018)

HIY: log(current value) - 1.006'l log(purchase value) f 0.0388 yeazs.

(0.0015) (0.0016)

The est.imates suggest that the value of the house increases by about 4~o per year, on

average. The R-squares of the regressions are 0.45 and 0.43, respectively, implying

that. 45ro (43P1e) of the variance of the log current values is captured by differences

in purchase values and the number of years t.he household owns its house.

A standard linear model is used to explain the log of t.he current value of the

house, conditional on home ownership. The estimat.ed ccefficients and the corre-

sponding etandazd errors can he frnmd in Table 6. The R2 of this repression was

0.24, and t.he estimated variance of the error terms was 0.20.

The e.ffect. of age on l.he current value of the house is positive, but insignificant.

As expected, the effect. of income is positive, implying that (owned) housing is a

normal goocí. An income rise from 30,000 guilders to 200,000 guilders increases the

value of the house with approximately 40Io.

1'he coefficients for t.he education levels indicate a positive relation between the

value of the house and education leveL Having a job increases the expected value

of the house significantly, wit,h approximately 7~0. E3oth of these findings can reflect

a positive relation between (unobserved) permanent income and t.he value of the

house. As expect.ed, t}te value of the house increases significantly with family size.

We also included t.he year the household moved into the house (Sincew). It appears

that ktouseholds who bought the house more recently, have rnore expensive houses,

cet.eris paribus. If the desired housing stock increases over the life cycle, t.his can be

explained by heterogeneous adjustment costs.

'Che estirnate for the variable indicating interest in financial matters has a sig-
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Table 6: Results for the vahte of the house.

Estimate Std. Error

Constant -16.110' 4.093
Log(Age) 1.352 1.367
Log~(Age) -0.102 O.lt3`2

Log(income) -0.161` 0.0'25

Logz(income) 0.015' 0.002

Edttl -0.109' 0.04~i

Edu2 -0.'l31' 0.057

Edu3 -0.059 0.03f3

Edu4 -0.045 0.035

Famsize 0.179' 0.035

Work 0.066 0.046

Sincew 0.012' 0.00`L

Finint 0.03T 0.007

Riskaverse 0.016' 0.008

Subintr -0.099 0.179

Note 'significant at SPIe; tsignificant at 10~

nificant. positive sign. This suggests that the house is seen as a profitable asset.

More risk averse households tend to live in more expensive houses. If this reflects a

causal relation, it is probably in t.he reverse direction, relating to the way in which

our measure of risk aversion is constructed: A valuable house is a risky asset, and

people owning such a house will be less willing to take additional risk than others.

Finally, the rate of t.irne preference is insignificant. Since we have conditioned

on home ownership, there is no reason why the rate of time preference should have

an impact.
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5 The Amount of Mortgage

IIouseholcls owning a house have first answered a question on whet.her or not they

have a mortgage. In the REP (HIP), 77.1~, ( 89.6~0) of the home owning families

answered affirmatively. The data contain information on the year the mortgage was

t.aken as well as on t.hc year the family moved into its current house.

Fraction. of mortgage by Currenf Value of the house
High in,co~m.e panel

Fractior~.
1.s
1.4 ,

.,1.z ~~~~ ..
1.0~- ..------------------------------------~
o.e ~,. .: ----------------
o. s
0.4
0.2
0.0

50 f00 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
Currenf value (in Dfl 1000)

Figure 9: Fl-action as a function of the current value (HIP~

In Figure 9 the relation between the fraction of mortgage taken and the current

value of the house is shown. Households without mortgage aze not included here.

The dotted lines are 9501o uniform confidence bartds. The fignire shows that the

fract.ion of mortgage taken and the value of the house are ne,gat.ively related.

In Figure 10 the estimated densit.y of the fraction of the purchase value of the

housc taken as mortgage by the households is drawn, togethcr with the 95~c uniform

confidence bands. In this figure the REP and HIP are combined since the densities

for the two panels are almost identical. Many households take almost the total

amount of the value of the house as a mortgage. The probability that the fraction

exceeds 1.4 is negligible. A plausible explanation for this is that households with

a very high fraction of mortgage used the money to rebuild their house after they
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Figure 10: Estimated probability density for t.he fraction of rnortgage taken

bought it. This is confirmed if we compare the difference between the current value

an the buying value for those with a higher mortgage with the others. The average

yearly increase in the value of the house is more than 2Ple higher for households

witha fraction of mortgage above 1.2. This difference is sigtrificant at the 5~c level.

Very small fract.ions of mortgage are also rare. Most of the density is concentrated

between fractions of 0.7~i and 1.25. 1'he average fract.ion is O.t36 in the REP and

0.87 in the HIP (zerces excluded).

Since the fraction of mortgage taken by a household will never be negative and

thcre is a positive probability t.hat a household has no mortgage, a standard tobit

model is used to model the fraction of mortgage taken. In 'I'able 7, we present the

results. The estimated standard deviation of the error t.erm is 0.420 (standard error

of 0.011). This is larger than the sample variance in the fraction of mortgage, since

the latter is affected by the censoring. The R2, as defined in footnote 7, equals 0.25.

In spite of our conclusion from Figure 9, the value of the house was not sig-

nificant. We excluded it from the explanatory variables. The fraction of mortgage
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'1'able 7: Estimation results for the fraction of mortgage taken.

Variable Estimate Std. F,rr.

Constant -11.020" 2.618

hog(Age) Ei.596' L412

Log~(Age) -0.945` 0.188

Log(inc) -0.048? 0.026

I,og2(inc) 0.005' 0.002

IVlarried 0.13Fi' 0.047

Work 0.184' 0.054
Riskaverse -O.Ollt 0.007

Finint 0.002 O.W8

Subintr -0.037 0.176
Note 'significant at 5Io; tsigniticant at lOolò

t.aken increases with age until the age of 32 and decreases thereafter. The latter

corresponds to the notion that for many people, housing equity is the most im-

portanti form of saving. Household income has a positive effect on the fraction of

mort.gage. This could be expected since households with higher incomes will less

often face credit constraints and are allowed to pay a smaller downpayment than low

income households. If the head of household is married, this increases the fraction

of mortgage considerably. The effect. of having a,job is even stronger. The variable

indicating whether or not the part.ner has a job, turned out to be insignificant, and

was deleted from the mode1.12

Households reportingl to have a higher interest in financial matters take a larger

fract ion of the value of their house as mort.gage than others, but t.he effect is insignif-

LzLabour supply could also be endogenous to the mortgage decision, particularly for married

females. Fortin (1995) uses the amount of mortgage remaining to explain female labor supply and

finds a significant relationship. She assumes that the amount of mortgage is exogenous, however.
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icant. The effect. of the subjective interest. rate is virtually zero with a small t-value.

Appazently, the subjectíve interest rate affects home ownership and the value of the

house in the expected way (see previous sections), but, conditional on these, has no

effect on the mortgage. The rate of risk aversion has the expected negative sigrt and

is significant at the lOlc level. A high mortgage increases thc risk of facing liquidity

constraints and financial problems in t.he fut.tu'e. More risk averse people will tend

to pay off their mortgage debts earlier than others. Less risk averse households

may want to benefit opt.imally from the tax rules and hold mortgage debt (with tax

deductible interest costs) and risky assets (taxed only partly) simultaneously. The

decision to hold risky assets is discussed in the next section.

6 Financial risk taking

In this section we look at financial assets. We distinguish between risk-free and risky

assets. Since there aze not many households who do not own any forrn of riskfree as-

sets (checking accounts, saving accounts, deposit.s, etc.), t3 we focus on the category

of risky assets, and in particulaz on the relation between the decision whether or not

to hold risky assets and the subjective variables introduced in Section 'l. Especially

risk aversion is expected to have a strong eífect.

In the risky assets we include stocks, bonds, options, growth funds, and mut.ual

funds. We will also estimate a model based upon a more narrow definiton of risky

assets, in which bonds and bond-related growth fundst" are defined as riskless. Since

the decision to invest in risky assets is likely to depend on the level of household

wealth, some measure of wealth is needed. The data contain a very large number of

detailed yuestions on assets. Of the sample of 1600 used in Section 2, 351 households

13Even these assets are strictly spoken not. risk-free if the inflation risk is taken into account. In

the Netherlands this is quite limited, however.

14Growth funds are safe mutual funds that invast only in bonds and exis[ mainly bcrause some

specific rules o( the Dutch tax system make them attractive for many households.
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had to be discarded because one or more wealth components could not be observed.15

The remaining households all gave cotnplete answers t.o t.he quest,ions on the assets.

F;-om these 1249 households, 353 have risky assets in their port.folio. We ignore the

possible selection bias due to deleting the households with incomplet.e information

on we,alth.

ProDnMhty cJ owning sssky ossefs
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Figlire 11: Estimated regression functions for ownership of risky assets.

In Figure 11 nonparametric regressions of the dummy for possesion of risky

assets on age, log(income) and log(wealth) are drawn. All variables have a posit.ive

relationship with t.he probability of owning risky assets.

A probit model has been estimated to quantify the effects of income, wealth,

age anci t.he subjective variables on the probability of owning risky assets. The

15224 of these households reported 'Don't know' on one or more questions about the riskless

asvets, 81 households had a missing value on the risky assc~ts and 46 househokls reported 'Don't

know' on questions concerned with both types of avsets.
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resu]ts are presented in Table 8. In the first two colurnns, risky assets are defined

as above. In the next two columns the more narrow definition of riskv assets is

used, excluding bonds and growth funds. According to this definition, the number

of households holding risky assets drops from 353 to 302. In the last four columns

of the table, the cstimates for the same models are shown, but wealth is exclucíed

from the explanatory variables. It could be argued that wealth itself is endogenous

to the decision to hold risky assets or not, and the equation without wealth can be

seen as a reduced form equation.

All risky assets Bonds excluded All risky assets Bonds excluded

Variable Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.

Constant -12.609 8.324 -10.605 8.555 -1.620 7.661 0.557 7.851

Log(age) 4.174 4.353 3.005 4.469 -1.005 4.010 -2.189 4.107

Log2(age) -0.457 0.569 -0.310 0.584 0.287 0.523 0.435 0.536

Log(inc) -0.119 0.093 -0.014 0.096 -0.389' 0.083 -0.304' 0.086

Log2(inc) 0.013 0.008 0.005 0.008 0.037` 0.007 0.030` 0.007

Edul -0.359' 0.155 -0.500` 0.164 -0.396' 0.144 -0.514' 0.152

Edu2 -0.740' 0.231 -0.664' 0.238 -0.685' 0.209 -0.617' 0.216

Edu3 -0.162 0.132 -(1.081 0.134 -0.178 0.122 -0.094 0.124

Edu4 -0.118 0.118 -0.114 0.120 -0.091 0.110 -0.089 0.113

Log(Wealth) -0.O56t 0.029 -0.035 0.033 - - - -

Log2(Wealth) 0.02T 0.003 0.02T 0.003 - - - -

Riskaverse -0.101' 0.029 -0.11T 0.029 -0.06T 0.027 -0.086' 0.027

Finint 0.148` 0.024 0.153' 0.024 0.204' 0.022 0.208' 0.023

Subintr 1.089t 0.579 1.21T 0.585 0.781 0.5427 0.896 0.553

Log(L) -533.55 -499.82 -616.75 -574.96

Note 'significant at 5c7c; tsignificant at lOPlo

Table 8: Results for the risk taking behavior.
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~i'c first díscuss the results in columns 1 and '2. The age variables are jointly

si~tificant as is shown by a likelihood ratio t.est. "I'he same holds for the income

variables. 'The education duntrniES imply that investing in risky assets is more likely

if the education level is higher. 'I'his might be due to the relat.ion wit.h lifetime

income and wealth. Moreover, information costs related t.o investing in risky assets

can bc negatively related t.o education level. As expected, the effect of the level of

wealtht~ is pczsit.ive and significant. The patt.ern corresponds to the convex curve in

h'igure 11.

The subjective measures of risk aversion and interest in financial matters have

the expected signs and are significant. The subjective interest rate is positive and

sií,~tificant at the 10`Í'o level. In a simple (life cycle) model of household behavior,

t.he subjective discount. rate does not infiuence on the portfolio composition of a

house~hold. It uuly affects the amount of sa.vings; effects caused by different savings

attitudes are likely to be taken up by the level of household wealt.h. If, however,

credit. constraints are introduced, it could be that households with a higher discount

rate, prefer to sc~e t.hese constraints relaxed as soon as possible. 'Phese households

might. then invest in riskier assets with a higher expect.ed return.

F~-orn columns 3 and 4 it appears that. these rc~sults are robust against the cíef-

inition of risky assets. The estimates for the probit model are almost identical to

those in the first columns, though the income variables are not jointly significant

any rrtore.

If wealth is excluded from t-he explanatory variables (columns 5-8), the magni-

tude of the e,ffects changes, but the signs and significance levels of financial interest

and risk aversion remain t.he same. The effect of the subjective interest rate be-

comc~ insignificant, which indicates that there is a relation between the subjective

interest rate and wealth. Age and income effects change substantially, due to the

large corrclations with wealth.

"~Since some households have a negative net wealth, Log(Wealth) is defined as

sgn(~i'ealth)Log(~ Wealth~).
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7 Conclusions.

We have considered thrce subjectíve measures which can influence households' finan-

cial behavior: a measure of the rate of time preference, a measure of risk aversion,

and a mea,tiurrr of interest in financial matters. Th~e variables are available in a new

survey of llutch hou.seholds. We have described these me;a5ur~ and triccl to explain

them from backgrottnd variables. Second, we have analyzed their contribution to

explaining financial behavior relatecí to housing and holding risky financial assets.

Housc:holds' rates of time preference can be arnstructed from various questions

in the survey relating to post.poning or advancing payments. In most cases, we

find many households having a zero rate of time preference. This can be the result

of the way questions are framed and risk or loss aversion of the households. We

focus upon the question which gives fewest zeros, re.ferring to the additional amount.

somebody wants to receive if a payment of Dfl 100,000 is postponed by one year.

The distribution of the household specific rat.es of time preference const,ructed from

this question seems plausible. The rate of time preference is negatively correlated

with age, and uncorrelated with other background vaziables or family income. 'I'his

may either imply that. it. contains no information at all, or that it constitutes a usefirl

independent source of information to explain households' financial behavior. The

latter is suggested by most. results in the second part of the paper. For example,

the subjective int.erest rate has the expected negative effect on the home ownership

decision. It. has, however, no significant impact on the value of the house or the

level of the mort.gage on the house. The subjective interest rate is pa5itively related

to the decision to hold risky assets, but t.he significance level of this wrrelation is

rat her low.

Risk aversion is measured by a question on how important people think it is to

invest in safe assets compared to aiming at a possibility of high returns. This way

of ineasuring risk aversion implies that it may be endogenous t.o some housing and

financial decisions, so that the explanation of our results can be unambigvous. For
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exarnple, the rate of risk aversion has no significant relation with the choice between

owning and renting. "This may be because, two effects cancel: risk averse households

tend to rent, but those who own will tend not to invest in more risky assets, so t.hat

t.heir measurecl rate of risk aversion will be higher. "fhe rate of risk aversion has the

expected negative effect on t.he mortg'age amount as a fraction of t.he value of the

house, significant at t.he lOro level. It is positively related to the value of the hottse.

As expected, the effect of risk aversion on t.he cíecision io invest in risky assets is

negative anci highly sigttificant.

The mcasure of interest in financial rnat.ters has a strong and significant posit.ive

elfect. on home ownership. Conditional on honre ownership, the same posit.ive impact

is found on the value of the house. Interest in financial matters makes it more likely

for a household to own risky assets. In general we can conclude that. the effects of

the subjectivr. variables in thc model explaining ownership of risky assets are quit.e

strong.

We conclude that the results are promising enough to stimulat.e further research

in this direction. First., there are more subjective questions that could be used to

measure t he same concept.s (such as the rate of t.ime preference) or other concepts

(such as erpected income changes and income uncertainty~. Second, more than

one panel wave are now available, and could be used to increase t.he informational

cont.ent uf the data. Thirci, the ultimate goal is to include the type of information

considerecí here in st.ructural life cycle models.
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Appendix l: Some Details on the Data.

In this appenciix, we discuss some explanatory variables included in some of the

models and not discussed in the main text. 'I'ahle 9 contains some definitions. Table

10 contain averages across the whole sample and acrcrss some subsarnples. Some of

the variables are not relevant for all subsamplas.

Table 9: description of some variables

Variable

Subintr A subjective interest rate.
0 if the data indicate that it is less than or equal to 0.

Sincew '1'he vear the household moved into their current house.

Mexp Dummy; 1 if the household wanted to buy a more expensive house. 17

Valkn Dumrny; 1 if the value of the house is known. (Only defined for house owmers.)

Bvalue T'he price (in Dfl. 10001 the household payed when thcy bought their house.

Cvalue Estimate of the current price (in Dfl. 1000) of the house.~s

'I~tmor Total amount (in DH. 1000) of mortgage the household

took at the time they bought their house.

F'rac Defineci as 7btmor~Bvalue

Yearend The year the mortgage will end.

l~'ork Dummy; 1 if the head of the household has a job.

Workp Dummy; 1 if the partner works.

F'amsize Family size.

Kids Number of children in the household.

E:dul Dummy; 1 if education leve] ot the head of household is 1.

The same for Edu2,...,Edu5.

[nchh Before tax income of the household (in Dfl. 1000).

~~'ealth Current household wealth, excluding housing and mortgages (in Dfl 1000).

blarried Dummy; 1 if the head of the household is married.

Age Age of the head of the household.

Finint A measure o[ interest in financial affairs.

Riskaverse A rneasure of risk-aversion.

~~The exact quest.ion is: -W"oukt you have r.hosen to buy a more eiperasive house if you had been

able to receive n larger mortgnge lonn on thc óasis of your incorne at thnt time?

rsThe exact question is: Aboul how much do you eipect to get for your residence, if you would

ael! it today (ernpty nnd not IeGJ?
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Table 10: averages for some variables

All households llouse owners Households with a mortgagc

~,V REP(900) HIP(ï00) REP(685) HIP(6.13) REP(528) HIP (Sï6)

Sincew. 1981 1984 1981 1984 1983 1985
CVlexp - - 0.1~13 0.120 0.163 0.120

Valkn - - 0.949 0.986 0.968 0.991

F3value - - 1:14 24 ï 149 253

Ccalue - - 235 350 233 355

ToUnor - - - - 133 213
Frac. - - - - 0.854 0.869

Yearend - - - - '1011 2010
l1'ork Q.716 0.914 0. ï45 0.911 0.816 0.929

~~'orkp Q 2ï4 0.601 0.301 0.593 0.350 0.606

Famsize 2.464 3.011 2.537 3.061 2.650 3.076

Etids O.6ï9 I.OlI Q.720 1.058 0.811 1.068

Eclul 0.193 0.090 0.178 0.084 0.1 ï0 0.085

Gdu2 0.146 0.011 0.139 0.009 0.140 0.009

Edu3 0.287 0.191 0.296 0.188 0.305 0.179

Edu4 0.'l62 0.369 0.276 0.3ï2 0.271 0.378

Edu5 0.111 0.339 0.109 0.347 Q 112 0.349

Inchh 55 109 58 111 57 110
~~'calth 68 59 B9 61 72 60

b4arricci 0. ï8~1 0.94ï 0.819 0.950 Q.84 ï 0.958

Age 48.88 45. ï5 48.35 46.17 45.-15 45.5ï
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